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City Strata 
linkage of urban fabric through the addition of new all weather infrastructure to activate the city and 
enhance access. 
 
 
Vision: 
 
A new strata of infrastructure is proposed that enhances daily life in Bangkok and supports locals and 
tourists during the disruption of flooding. 
 
When serious flooding occurs there are currently limited evacuation routes. An elevated urban 
pedestrian and mobility system will ensure public accessibility during flooding by connecting river 
transport with elevated public rail transport.  
 
New diverse urban programs and activities are introduced across this new infrastructure that 
contribute to the everyday life of the city of Bangkok and strengthen the active connections between 
the city and the river. 
 
 
Current conditions: 
 



Bangkok is one of the worlds most visited cities. It’s a typical Asian city with a high population and 
vibrant city life with street activities such as food stalls and street markets. It has a tropical climate and 
during storms the heavy rainfall leads to flooding of around 1 m. This causes serious disruption to the 
locals’ daily life and ability to move around the city and it prevents tourist access for extended periods, 
causing significant damage to the economy. 
 
Chao Phraya River serves an important role for water transportation, but because of the current 
adhoc waterside condition, the river does not have a very strong connection to the inner city. 
 
Bangkok was considered in section: 
 
Horizontal systems: 
- water transportation is mainly used for tourism e.g. transportation to hotels near the river. 
- pedestrian paths are narrow, competing with parked cars, food stalls and street vendors. 
- road traffic is congested. 
- existing buildings near the river are generally low to medium rise. 
- the BTS system, an overhead mass transmit system 15-20 m high, mainly connects the CBD but 
does not extend adequately to the residential suburbs. 
 
Vertical systems: 
Along the river, building typologies and activities are defined as several distinct districts. In each 
district, there is mainly one dominant programme, consisting of either residential, business, retail, 
tourism, hotel, temple precinct, and civic infrastructure typologies. 
 
 
Design concept: 
 
We propose a new strata of mobility infrastructure and mixed use programs that connects the water 
transportation network, pedestrian pathways and the skytrain. 
 
This will: 

- improve daily life and activate the city by adding more diverse programmes to the city districts 
including urban community facilities. 
- provide evacuation routes to maintain mobility during flooding through new connections 
between transportation nodes and the city. 
- offer accessible temporary shelter and emergency support services along these mobility 
routes. 

 
 
Design Focus: 
 
This proposal introduces diverse community focused programmes that are fed by and activate both 
the new mobility pathways and the surrounding area. 
 
A case study river edge site has been selected that consists of typical medium rise residential-retail 
district building typologies with a food market. 
 
A hinged floating pier is connected to a new strata of roof top level development that will maintain 
access during flood conditions. 
 
The Market is surrounded by residential development. This proposal bridges above and across 
existing fabric, creating a new stronger relation between the river, the market and the main street. It 
also repurposes the upper extensions of the market as a hub for surrounding evacuation routes and 
adjacent residential communities during flooding. 
 
There only currently three modest entrances to the existing market. This proposal makes the market 
entrance more civic and generous by altering and opening up an existing building block to the main 
street. This would be the main flood evacuation point from the main street. 
 
The facilities of the adjacent school are expanded through a roof top hall extension to both improve 



the school infrastructure and provide a dedicated emergency shelter during flooding. 
 
An elevated MRT train line and station is connected to this development to establish a new transport 
link between the water and the wider city. This new mobility hub guarantees evacuation and access 
routes in flood conditions. 
 
 
Key new programs: 
 
Floating hinge 
Water transport pier that is accessible at any river flood level. This feeds to a tourist information 
centre, the extended market and the MRT. The form of the canopies adapts vernacular forms as an 
urban figure. 
 
Tourist information centre 
This centre connects with diverse rooftop activities on a mobility route to the elevated MRT. 
 
Childrens playing area 
There is currently a lack of playground space in this residential area. Facilities for children are 
proposed that complement the adjacent school complex.  
 
City stage 
This provides a communal event space for the surrounding residential community. 
 
Market Threshold 
An existing building block facing the main street is altered and opened up at ground level as a 
generous entry to the market. Retail is set back to widen the pedestrian pathway of the main street. 
 
Extension of the school 
The community hub above the market and the new hall extension to the local school provide 
complementary facilities for the local community that can be rapidly repurposed as emergency 
shelters during flooding events. 
 
MRT station. 
The development effectively acts as a mixed use mobility transport hub creating new pedestrian 
connections between river ferries and the MRT line, with multiple connections to the street level, 
mediated by the market. This supports safe access and emergency evacuation during storm and flood 
conditions. 
	


